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Software has become more and more pervasive in our world in recent decades, but building high-quality
software quickly is still a major challenge. Recent advances have leveraged machine learning and large
language models to help automate the development of software. These models train on large code repositories,
and learn to predict new code based on what the user has already typed.

GitHub’s Copilot has been a massive step forward in this area, developed by Microsoft using OpenAI’s
Codex model [1]. With it, developers can begin by writing a natural language description of code, or
producing examples of how the code should behave on certain inputs. Copilot will then provide a suggested
implementation of that code that the developer can use. Tools like these promise to bring the ability to
swiftly build software to more organizations and developers.

However, a big concern with these approaches is correctness. As code is written with less and
less human intervention, there is less scrutiny on invariants and general evidence for correctness of the code.
Github’s own Copilot website acknowledges this, saying “the code [Copilot] suggests may not always work,
or even make sense. While we are working hard to make GitHub Copilot better, code suggested by GitHub
Copilot should be carefully tested, reviewed, and vetted, like any other code.” [1] More worrisome than
obviously wrong code which “doesn’t make sense” is code which appears to be correct, and even might pass
some tests, but fails in unexpected ways during deployment. In fact, in security settings Copilot-generated
code has been shown to have vulnerabilities 40% of the time [9].

But since analyzing code for correctness can be quite labor-intensive, how do we combine the benefits
of machine-learned code synthesis, namely allowing code to be written more easily, with wide-scale code
correctness and reliability?

Enter machine-learned proof synthesis. While machine-learned code synthesis can try to produce code
which is likely correct, machine-learned proof synthesis can produce proofs which are machine-checkable.
That means that the proofs of correctness that are produced can be independently checked by a small proof-
checker kernel in well studied proof theories, such as Coq [3] or Isabelle/HOL [8]. When proof synthesis
succeeds, this amounts to automatically and foundationally checking the correctness of the target code. And,
unlike in machine-learned code synthesis, if the system fails to find a correct proof, the proof checker will
always reject the proof, never producing false confidence in an incorrect result.

To bring machine-learned proof synthesis to the scale of tools like Copilot, we need three
things: highly-effective proof search systems, techniques for specifying the many parts of a
software system, and embeddings of common languages into a unified proof system.

Proof Search Systems Proof search systems are software systems that take a logical statement to be
proven, and try to produce a proof of that statement. These logical statements can be statements about
programs, such as “the sort function always returns a sorted permutation of its input”, by using a math-
ematical model of program code. In simple mathematical domains, such as non-linear integer arithmetic,
proof search can be done deterministically, with procedures that guarantee success for any true statement
within the domain. In general though, proof search systems need to heuristically search an infinite space of
possible proofs to find a proof which correctly proves the target theorem.

Proof search systems using machine learning have been explored by many in recent years, including teams
at Google [2, 7], UMass Amherst [4], University of Innsbruck [5], OpenAI [6], and others. The current state
of the art in proof synthesis, in terms of number of proof scripts correctly synthesized, is my dissertation
work Proverbot9001, originally published at MAPL 2020 [12]. Proverbot9001 works by using a novel neural
architecture to model proof contexts and proof scripts in the Coq proof assistant, one of the oldest and
most commonly used proof languages for verifying software. The proof scripts generated control smaller,
lower-level proof search procedures called “tactics” which manipulate the machine-checkable proof terms.

There’s still much to do in order to bring these proof search systems to the threshold of wide applicability
though, and here my collaborations have yielded many advantages. In my postdoc at UMass Amherst I’ve
been working with Emily First and Yuriy Brun to understand and integrate tree structured models for
understanding proof contexts, and proof-history sequence models for accurately predicting next steps. And
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I’ve been collaborating with Talia Ringer at UIUC, bringing in her deep knowledge of proof semantics and
sound transformations. With REPLICA [11], we conducted the first user-study of proof engineers, in order
to understand what kinds of changes they make to proofs during development, and where their time is spent.

Specifying Components In contrast to proof search systems, less work has been done on easing the
burden of creating formal specifications for the many parts of a software system. While proofs of a particular
theorem or specification can be automatically checked for correctness, mistakes in the specification itself are
much harder to discover. Indeed, as proof search systems get better, writing precise, modular specifications
may become the hardest part of verifying large software systems.

Fortunately, there is one way to check the correctness of specifications for the majority of software
components: correct component specifications are those that allow proving correctness theorems of the
software taken as a whole. From this perspective, the challenge becomes taking a top-level correctness
theorem for a piece of software, and decomposing it into specifications for various components. With a
team in UCLA’s programming languages group, I’ve already begun work in this area: turning hard-to-prove
theorems into multiple easier-to-prove helper lemmas. Our work has not yet been published but is showing
strong preliminary results.

Embedding Languages Finally, to bring the benefits of machine-learned proof synthesis to the code that
makes up the majority of codebases, we need to be able to reason about code written in popular languages.
Most verified software that exists today is written in specialized languages like Coq or Dafny that exist to
be verifiable using particular tools. But moving all software development to these languages is not viable.
Instead, we need to meet developers where they are by building tools which allow programs in popular
languages, like Python, Javascript, or Rust, to be verified.

This presents unique challenges for the different features of each language, like duck-typing, reflection,
and ownership types. Each of these features must be carefully modeled to avoid marking incorrect programs
as correct, or visa-versa. However, this work can be done incrementally: first, by modeling a useful subset of
a language, and checking the correctness of code that only uses that subset, and then gradually expanding
the allowed features to maximize the amount of verifiable code. My own work has involved creating verifyable
domain specific languages in the past [10]; in the future these techniques can be expanded to create verifiable
models of these common languages.

Conclusion With highly-effective proof search, techniques for specifying software at scale, and embeddings
of common languages into a unified proof system, I plan to make software correctness scale as fast as software
implementation.

First, developers will write down an overall specification of a software system, much like requirement
engineers do today. Then, they will write a natural language or example-based description of some soft-
ware component they wish to implement. From there, software will attempt to automate the rest of the
development process.

Tools like Github’s Copilot will use the user-provided description to generate candidate implementations,
and the code of these implementations will be embedded into a unified proof system. Then a specification
of the target component will be derived from the specification of the overall software system, and a proof
that the candidate implementations match that specification will be searched for using proof search systems.
This search will reject incorrect implementations until a correct implementation is found, and presented to
the user.

For code which is too difficult to automatically write, the system can safely return to the user without a
solution, preventing any falsely-correct implementations.
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